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1 Introduction

Effective descriptive = Dictionary between computability
set theory and descriptive set theory

Examples & continuous - computable

② Borel ~ hyperavithmatic

Backed up by precise theorems

The For 7:20- 20

① f is continuous It is computable relative to an oracle
7a,sit, for all X, f(x) =E(a,X)

② is Bovel meas. It is hypo relative to an oracle

To prove thus on descriptive set they relativize to an oracle
& then use computability thy



Effective descriptive Dictionary between computability
set theory and descriptive set theory

Another example?
Solecko dichotomy Every Bowel Ruination 7:22as either

Conformally) a ct union of continuous functions or
at least as complicated as the Turong jump

Poswer-Robinson thi Every real x2as either computable
or looks like O'

Both Every object is computable-Cish) or "jump-like"
But no obvious way to fit this into the eff. descriptive set
thy dictionary
This talk:Poswer-Robinson the can (almost) be used to

prove theSolecki dichotomy



2 The Solecki dichotomy -·

pereyBorellefononeed
/L

---00080.- ·zocoderorvo---eNikolai Luzin

Det f:X -V is 8-continuous if there is a ctbl

partition (AnTweN of X sit, for each m, fIAn is

continuous wit the subspace topology on An

Luzin's question (formal version) I every Bowel Runatoon
fRR 5-contonuous?1 /
2020

Answer No! For example, the turning jump, J()=x,is not



Luzin's question (formal version) I every Bowel Runatoon
7:2u+ 28 -continuous?

Answer No! For example, the turning jump, J()=x,is not

Thm J is not o-continuous

of suppose of was

=> F(An) Set. In, JIAn is continuous
=>Jan, S.t. UreAn, x = J(x) == anox

Let a
=onan. Then how all x, x'1> a**

Take x=xa. Then x'1 + X.

Question Are there any otherexamples?
Answer In a sense, no. 5 Informally, what the Solecki

dichotomy says



2.1 Solecki dichotomy, formal version

Dep For f, g
=2
"

-2w,

① fsug of 70,4:24-20 partial continuous
such thatfx, f(x) =y(g(p(x)))

2092w->
pr 14 "strong continuous weshrauch reducibility in↑

20 zw (also called "continuous reducibility")
W

② fzwg if 70:2 =2", 5:20 x 20->2"partial cont
such that Exf(x) =4(g(p(x)),

C
I gets to see"Continuous Weihrauch reducibility

"

the original input
Example f(x) =1...100...S.t.n =masix(i)

-
M

f(x)=111...
<

flswJ voa H(x) =(nH (1of X'(en)
=

0)10 else
if maxix(i)=0

where en is sit. Ben(x)↓ > Zi x(i) > n



↑ Esug of 70,4:20-20 partial continuous
such thatfx, f(x) =y(g(p(x)))

flw9 if 78:20320,4:20x20-320 partial cont
such that Exf(x) =4(g(p(x)),

Suppose 7: 20-20 as Bovel

S Solecksdichotomy
Either is acontinuous or suf

Solecki/zaphetal Proof by priority argument
Pawlikowski-Sabok

Weak Solecki dichotomy Either & is -continuous or tw
Proof by Poswer-Robinsonthm determinacy

comment flag and ofnot conto a not 5-cont

In a sense, the uncomputability ofthe halting problem
accounts for all onstances of Bovel functions failing to be acont.



3 The Posner-Robinson theorem

Posner-Robinson then: Every real x-2 is either computable
Conformally) or like of

Thin (Posner-Robinson) For every X-20, either - is
computable on there is some such that

x0gI +g
relative to g, acomputes the

halting problem

Relativized y and X, either xxxyor thereForeveryone such that
xGgOy =+(goy)



4 Determinacy
Given ASw0x w0

-N

Game GCA): I X0 ".... X =X0X152... Iwons if (x,y) EA
# yo y,or, y

= yoy,y... I wins otherwise
*w

Notation 5 a strategy for player I and yeww
sty denotes the sequence x = 50x,x2...

I x0 =u(K)) x, +5((y0)) x2=5((y0,y,2) ...
# yo ye ..p

key point 1 gt rxy is a continuous function

Key point 3 Astrategy & can be thought of as an eld of cow

key point. By determinacy, to get a strategy for
player I, it is enough to show how to
defeat any rised strategy for I



3 Posner-Robinson => Solecki

(weak) Solecki dichotomy: For all Borel 4:30-24, either & is
-continuous or J=wf

Proof strategy Given 2:20-2"Borel
Define a game ((f)

& show that

player I wins => o-continuous

player I wins => JSw &

Then use Bovel determinacy to finish

when player Irons: ((t) defined to make this easy

When player I wons: Prove the contrapositive
↑ is not 5-cout > player I doesn't won

Use -Robinsonthe +computability
theory characterization of recont.



Proof strategy Define a game ((f)
& show that

player I wins => o-continuous

player I wins => JSw &

Def Given R:20-2" define 6(f)

I X0 X. X2 ...
X = 10X,Xz...

# e y00 yrE, Y2Ez... yEyoGY2.Z=Z0Z,Z2 ...

player I wins of (f(y), z)
=<

Intuitively & Player I claims 3Sw
② Player I challenges with an input x to J

③ Player I responds with an input my to
sit. fly) can be used to find f(x)

=x'

④ a & z describe the continuous punction
used for &(y) mex'



5.1 When player I cons

Def Given R:24-20 defore G(f)

I X0 X. X2 ..1
x = 10X,Xz...

# e y00 yrE, Y2Ez... yEyoGY2.Z=Z0Z,Z2 ...

player I wins of (f(y), z)
=<

Lemma Ihas a winning strategy => Isw

# Suppose I wins via I
Need to find partial continuous functions 0,4 s.t.
for allX, x' p(f(f(x)),x)

p. xHx+z =(e,y,z) ++ y

P:f(y), * r f(y), x*T =(e,y,z)-> Ee(f(y),z)
I wins Ie(fly), z) =x'



5.2 When player I wows

Def Given R: 20-20 define G(f)

I X0 X1 42 ...
X = 10X,Xz...

# e yo.z0 yviz, Y2,zz... yEyo3Y200.Z=Z0Z,Z2 . . .

player I wins of (f(y), z)
=<

Lemma I has a winning strategyf is continuous

We willuse:

Lemma f is continuous I for some oracle as
Vx,f(x)+10a

U-continuity - non-uniform computability



Lemma I has a winning strategy I is continuous

of contrapositive:I not aconto player I cannot wan
Sps U is a strategy for 1. We will show how to defeat U.

I notreconf. => I fly) *-y0s

flyl4 +yes => 7g flyl0g8y0U= +(g-yor)
↳ relativized PosnerRobinson

fly) looks like 0 rel to go (you)
Play as I against U:
I 55(e,3,g0y0U) =x
I @ y,goyU

Key point: * *goyor => flylo (g0y8U)=+ (g8 yoU)
I+x/

How can we picke? Use the recursion thm



3.3 Recap

(weak) Solecki dichotomy: For all Bowel R: -2", either & is
-continuous or J=wf

Rever of the proof:

① Assume & not recount.

② For any strategy 0 for player I in CCR), can
use Posner Robinson than to defeat a

③ 7.e. Poswer-Robinson than shows there is no
function witnessing I fw &

④ Determinacy converts this into a strategy for
player 1 in 6(f) i.e. a function witnessing IIw

Determinacy allows us to convert a problem about functions
on 20 into a problem about elements of 20



6 Generalizations

Deff: 24-I" is 5- Bare class & of there is a ctbl

partition [Ann of 20 sit. Try flan is Barre class &

Def J0:24-20 denotes J0(x) =x(a)

W

Then (Marks-Moutalban) For all 22 - 2"Borel and a car,
either & is 5-Barre classor IEsw I'm sorry -

Thin (Shore-Slaman) For all and a scot, either x*+0(0)
or there is some g

s.t. x.g 1+ g(8+1)

Shone-Slaman Boredet weak Marks- Montalban

2
The proof is almost verbation from Poswer-Robinson/solecko case



> Ordering the Borel functions

Marks-Montalban Bowel functions are prewellordered

by a certain reducibility motion

Deb 4 1Fwg if 7ctb1 partition (Annew of 20 sit.

for all n, flandswg
non-uniform Wetbranch reducibility

Marks-Montalban => Every 1:20 - 20 Bovel is Tw
some To or I other type of function

at limits

* *
constant <su Ed <sw J1Cs 3.5... - QS Jws...

111 111 (1)

ctbl range 8-conto 5-Barre 000class 1

Question Under AD, does I prewellorder all functions?
↳the game perspective may help

here



Marks-Montalbain [fw prewelloders Borel Functions

What aboutIsw itself?

comment It cannot be a prewellorder
Id and 11are Isw-incomparable

↳universal ID,set

Question (Caroy) Is Isw a well-quasi-order on Borelfus?

some reducibility notions
Bord all (under AD)

Isw Weobranch reducibility ? ?

Carroy:Yes for Its functions ictbl range
=,w non-uniform webrauch v ?

Marks-Montalban
=]w parallelized Webrauch ⑤

Day-Downey-Westrick/Kohava/steelBecker



8 Questions

①can these proofs be extended to prove the full
Soleck/Marks- Montalban this? Is to with Isw instread of w

② It isnot hard to modify ((f) to a game 6(f, g)
which characterizes Sw
i.e. It has a winning strategy in G(R,g)E) ffwg

can this be done for Isw as well?
↳ this might help answerQ

③ Is the proof of the solecki dochotomy using the
Poswer-Robinson the part of a more general
pattern?


